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ANTROPOS FORLAG
Antropos is both a publishing house and a
P.O. Box 7045 Majorstuen
N-0306 Oslo

bookshop. Our basic themes: Anthroposophic

forlag@antropos.no
+47 22 46 03 74
www.antropos.no

education, anthroposophic medicin, biodynamic

literature, the work of Rudolf Steiner, Waldorf
farming, children’s books.
The bookshop also includes school materials,
wooden toys, instruments, art reproductions.

P. O. Box 54
N-3139 Skallestad
post@mht.no
+47 481 73 918

ARES FORLAG
Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.

ARNEBERG FORLAG
Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.
P.O. 4666 Nydalen
N-0405 Oslo
info@arnebergforlag.no
+47 951 25 122
www.arnebergforlag.no

H. ASCHEHOUG CO (W. NYGAARD)
Aschehoug represents a wide list of new and
P.B. Box 363 Sentrum
N-0102 Oslo
epost@aschehoug.no
+47 22 400 400
www.aschehoug.no

established Norwegian and foreign authors. Its
publishing programme is divided into three main
categories - works of fiction, including books for
children and younger readers; works of reference,
popular science and handbooks on various hobbies,
and we are also the leading Norwegian publishing
house for textbooks, for every level of instruction.
Important Norwegian authors first published by
Aschehoug include Sigrid Undset, Fridtjof Nansen,
Johan Falkberget, Hans E. Kinck, Aksel Sandemose,
Arne Garborg - all of them writers whose works are
today regarded as classics of Norwegian literature.
The list of translated literature published by the
company includes books by such authors as
Jeffrey Archer, Margaret Atwood, Jean Auel, Saul
Bellow, André Brink, Albert Camus, Agatha Christie,
Friedrich Dürrenmatt, Louise Erdrich, John Fowles,
Marilyn French, William Golding, Aldous Huxley,
P.D. James, Siegfried Lenz, Norman Mailer, Thomas
Mann, Czeslaw Milosz, Toni Morrison, Ruth Rendell,
Salman Rushdie, Isaac Bashevis Singer, William
Styron, Alice Walker and Elie Wiesel.
The general programme comprises some 200 new
titles annually, in addition to about 300 school
books.

BARNEBOKFORLAGET AS
Barnebokforlaget develops and markets children’s
books based on their own concepts and works
commissioned.
Sandviksveien 159
N-1337 Sandvika
post@barnebokforlaget.no
+47 67808044

BAZAR FORLAG AS
Bazar is a Nordic publisher with offices in Oslo,
Ankerveien 209
N-1359 Eiksmarka
infono@bazarforlag.com
+47 23 10 96 50
www.bazarforlag.no

Stockholm and Helsinki. Our main area of
publishing is translated fiction and non-fiction, with
names as Dan Brown, Paulo Coelho, Tatiana de
Rosnay, Ildefonso Falcones and Bernard Cornwell
on our list.
Recent successes include authors like Terry Hayes,
Paula Hawkins, Maria Kondo and Yuval Noah Harari.
Through our parent company Forlagshuset Bazar
we have produced a gift range with Paulo Coelho
for the international market, so far sold in three
million copies in fourteen languages.

BESTSELGERFORLAGET
Bestselgerforlaget aims to deliver the best reads at
a reasonable cost.
P.O. Box 4388 Nydalen
N-0402 Oslo

Publishes Norwegian and international bestsellers.

post@bestselgerforlaget.no
+47 401 08 088
www.bestselgerforlaget.no

BIBELSELSKAPET/ VERBUM

P.O. Box 6624 St. Olavs plass
N-0129 Oslo
post@bibel.no
+47 479 76 450
www.bibel.no

The Norwegian Bible Society was founded in 1816,
with the purpose of “…distributing Holy Scriptures”.
In 1820, a separate foundation was founded for
the purpose of publishing non-biblical, Christian
books, and later named Verbum publishing house.
The two merged in 2011, after existing as partner
foundations for almost 200 years. The Bible Society
owns all shares in The Bible Society Bookshop Ltd.

BOK CIRKUS FORLAG
Baarsrudveien 26
N-3478 Nærsnes
codemark@online.no
+47 99 02 02 58
www.bokcircus.no

Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.

CAPPELEN DAMM AS
P.O. Box 1900 Sentrum
N-0055 Oslo

Cappelen Damm is Norway’s largest publishing

post@cappelendamm.no
+47 21 61 65 00
www.cappelendamm.no

within the genres of fiction, non-fiction, educational

house, publishing approximately 1000 titles a year
books and children’s books.
Cappelen Damm’s list of books for adults include
authors like Roy Jacobsen, Lars Saabye Christensen,
Karin Fossum, Erlend Loe and Erik Fosnes Hansen.
We have a strong list of fiction and non-fiction
in translation, which includes J.M. Coetzee, Lars
Keppler, Patrick Modiano, Jonathan Franzen, Antony
Beevor, Simon Sebag Montefiore, Giulia Enders and
Peter Wohlleben, as well as a varied illustrated nonfiction list.
The publishing profile in Cappelen Damm’s
Childrens and YA list includes both high-end books
and products for the mass market. Cappelen
Damm Children’s and YA dept. holds the rights
to many of the strongest characters and authors
in the children’s book market, including Harry
Potter, Eragon, James Dashner, Neal Shusterman,
Ann Brashares, Astrid Lindgren, Spot and Lego,
in addition to well-known Norwegian characters
such as ‘Karsten and Petra’ and ‘Kaptein Sabeltann’.
During the past two years, we have been nominated
for several literary awards, including two Ragazzi
Awards, Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis and Nordic
Council Literature Prize.
Cappelen Damm is owned jointly by Bonnier and
Egmont, each of which owns 50%.

CAPPELEN DAMM AGENCY
Cappelen Damm Agency represents some of
P.B. Box 1900 Sentrum
N-0055 Oslo
foreignrights@cappelendamm.no
+47 21 61 65 00
www.cappelendammagency.no

Norway’s leading contemporary authors. Our
publications range from fiction, crime, narrative
non-fiction, illustrated non-fiction, children’s books
to books for young adults.
The agency is responsible for all foreign book rights,
anthologies, electronic media etc.

COMMENTUM FORLAG
Commentum was founded in 2000, and publishes
Gamleveien 87
N-4315 Sandnes

historical books and literature from the region
Sandnes and Rogaland.

post@commentum.no
+47 51 96 12 40
www.commentum.no

COMMUNICATIO FORLAG
Communicatio Publishing House publishes fiction
Teglbrennerveien 7C
N-7016 Trondheim
firmapost@communicatio.no
+47 909 56 036
www.communicatio.no

and non-fiction. Established 2002.

DREYERS FORLAG

P.O. Box 461 Sentrum
N-0105 Oslo

Dreyer is a publisher of non-fiction books. We
publish between 20 and 30 new titles a year.

+47 23 13 69 38
post@dreyersforlag.no
www.dreyersforlag.no

EFREM FORLAG
Efrem Publishing started out in 2008 as a small
publishing house, and is still recognized for the
highest quality of content, design and production.
Hovestølen 68
N-5303 Follese
post@efremforlag.no
+47 905 37 800
www.efremforlag.no

Books range from ancient Christian spirituality
and Christian mystics to contemporary authors of
Christian spirituality and theology, mainly essayistic
texts.
We publish books by Norwegian authors as well as
translated old and contemporary texts from abroad.

EMBLA FORLAG
Kongensgate 28
N-7713 Steinkjer
post@emblaforlag.no
+47 74 16 40 00
www.emblaforlag.no

Embla Forlag is a small publisher established in 2004.
We concentrate on Norwegian cooking books,
children’s books, hobby books, manuals, comedy and
local literature.

ENA FORLAG
Ena was established in 2014 and is since April 2017
St. Olavs gate 12
N-0165 Oslo
elisabeth.sheehy@vigmostadbjorke.no
+47 920 56 664
www.enaforlag.no

an imprint in Forlaget Vigmostad & Bjørke. Ena
specialises in high-quality picture books for children
by acclaimed Norwegian authors and illustrators
and also publishes some translated titles every
year. Our team consists of Kristin Jobraaten, Ellen
Seip, Fredrik Di Fiore and Elisabeth Sheehy who all
have several years of experience in the field. Ena is
a Norse girl’s name meaning “fire” or “the only one”.
Our logo is created by Max Estes.

ENGELSTAD FORLAG
Humleveien 12
N-0870 Oslo
engelstad@engelstad.biz
+47 900 51 417
www.engelstad.biz

Engelstad Forlag was established in 2003.
We mostly publish translated high quality fiction, nonfiction and children’s books.

FAMILIEFORLAGET
Familieforlaget publish historical biographies, fiction,
P. O. Box 5918 Majorstua
N-0308 Oslo
post@familieforlaget.no
+47 906 58 000
www.familieforlaget.no

and audio books, in addition to popular series
of bilingual books of fairy tales, audio books and
resource material for minority children/pupils in
kindergarten and schools.

FLAMME FORLAG
Flamme Forlag is a subsidiary of Cappelen Damm. It
is an Oslo-based small press devoted to experimental
fiction in all categories – poetry, short stories, novels,
P.O. Box 1900 Sentrum
N-0055 Oslo
post@flammeforlag.no
+47 932 07 041
www.flammeforlag.no

children’s books.
Their list boasts a new, bold generation of Norwegian
writers, supplemented with translations of, among
others, Fernando Pessoa, Édouard Levé, Vladimir
Sorokin, Geoff Dyer, Tomas Tranströmer, and Witold
Gombrowicz.
Flamme Forlag place great emphasis on book design,
collaborating closely with the award-winning design
studio Yokoland.

FLUX FORLAG
Flux forlag is a small and energetic publishing
house of non-fiction literature. We want to
inspire people to think a bit further, in a way
Odinsgate 32
N-0260 Oslo

that does not exclude feelings and practical

flux@flux.no
+47 22 20 55 20
www.flux.no

keywords.

P.O. Box 6912, St. Olavs plass
N-0130 Oslo
post@fonna.no
+47 22 69 10 10
www.fonna.no

action. Wholeness and dialogue are important

FONNA FORLAG
Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.

FONT FORLAG
FONT is a Norwegian publishing house, established
in 2005 by Halfdan W. Freihow and Knut Ola Ulvestad
Universitetsgata 20
N-0162 Oslo
+47 90795022
knut@fontforlag.no
www.fontforlag.no

who both have extensive and varied careers in the
Norwegian book industry.
FONT is primarily devoted to publishing foreign fiction
and non-fiction in translation and Norwegian nonfiction. FONT is owned by Cappelen Damm since 2017.

FONTINI FORLAG
Fontini Forlag is an imprint of Cappelen Damm,
established as an independent publishing house
in 2013, publishing books for children and YA. We
Universitetsgata 20
N-0162 Oslo
lindy@fontini.no
+47 905 57 612
www.fontini.no

are the proud publisher of The Treehouse Series,
the best-selling children’s series in Norway the last
years, as well as books like Animalium, Maps and
the Amulet series. Rainbow Rowell, Emily Lockhart,
John Boyne and Sabaa Tahir are among our YA
authors. We focus mainly on translated books.

FORFATTERDRØM AS
Forfatterdrøm is a publish house under the
post@forfatterskolen.no
+47 411 23 555
www.forfatterdrom.no

umbrella Forfatterskolen (The author school).
Forfatterdrøm publishes students only. From
hundreds of students we pick out one outstanding
manuscript each year, and publish it. Forfatterdrøm
wants to be a small publish house with great books.

FORFATTERNES FORLAG
ČÁLLIID LÁGÁDUS
Fitnodatgeaidnu 13
N-9730 Kárášjohka

ČálliidLágádus means “Authors’ Publisher” in the

poasta@lagadus.org
+47 78 46 83 30
www.calliidlagadus.org

Sámi publisher committed to bringing knowledge

indigenous language of the North Sámi. We are a
of relevance to the Sámi people written in the Sámi
languages. We have a twofold vision: to promote
awareness about issues relevant to the Sámi people
while at the same time promoting and strengthening
indigenous linguistic literacy and competence in our
communities. Our publications come in a variety of
formats and genres.
We also seek to engage the international audience,
our allies, and other interested parties about the
conditions, history, and culture of the Sámi and other
indigenous peoples. So as to reach the broadest
audience around the globe, we will be publishing

FRI FLYT AS
Fri Flyt is a publishing house for books, magazines,
films and websites on a variety of outdoors activities
P.O. Box 4767 Nydalen
N-0421 Oslo
forlag@friflyt.no
+ 47 22 04 46 00
www.friflyt.no

such as cycling, mountain biking, climbing and
skiing. Fri Flyt also organizes events and tours and
have a large customer base. Fri Flyt has been the
leading outdoor publishing house since 1998 and
has been awarded several times for its high quality
books and magazines.

GRAPEFRUIT PUBLISHING
Grapefruit publishing / Grapefrukt forlag is a tiny
publishing house in Oslo, Norway, owned and run
by Karen Hagen.
Gabels gate 1 B
N-0272 Oslo
grapefruktforlag@gmail.com
+47 450 32 332
http://grapefruitpublishing.net/

The name of the publishing house is an homage to
«Grapefruit» by Yoko Ono.
Grapefruit is just publishing books that the owner
miss in the book market and her own Bookshelf.
In October this year she is publishing ‘Lee Miller;
Food, Friends & Recipes’ (in English) by Amy
Bouhassane (Lee Miller’s granddaughter)

GURSLI BERG FORLAG
Gursli Berg forlag focuses on translated fiction
as well as Norwegian books about traveling, food
and wine. The fiction books are mostly crime
Maridalsveien 282b
N-0872 Oslo
gunhild@gursliberg.no
+47 938 61 135
www.gursliberg.no

and romance from USA. The non-fiction books
we develop ourselves, and we collaborate with
leading chefs, restaurants and the most important
culinary institute in Norway. Just recently Gursli
Berg forlag has released a book about culinary
travel in Italy, including recipes from Italian chefs,
and a book about culinary techniques. The latter
is about techniques on cooking and frying fish,
meat, vegetables and fruit. Our next book will be
about tasteful and nourishing food before and after
exercise.

GYLDENDAL NORSK FORLAG
Founded in 1925, Gyldendal Norsk Forlag AS is a
major Norwegian publishing house, with proud
traditions of publishing in all genres and areas.
P.O. Box 6860 St. Olavs plass
N-0130 OSLO
gnf@gyldendal.no
+47 22 03 41 00
www.gyldendal.no

Today our output is divided between four main
publishing units - Gyldendal Litteratur, Gyldendal
Undervisning, Gyldendal Akademisk and Gyldendal
Rettsdata - and one smaller imprint: Kolon Forlag.

GYLDENDAL AGENCY
Gyldendal Agency is an in-house agency founded
in 2005. We are proud to represent more than 200
authors from Gyldendal Norsk Forlag and the Kolon
P.O. Box 6860 St. Olavs plass
N-0130 OSLO
foreignrights@gyldendal.no
+47 22 03 41 00
http://eng.gyldendal.no/

Imprint.
Our titles span all genres from picture books to
adult fiction, from world classics to contemporary.

HAGEN AGENCY
Lindemans gate 3 D
N – 0267 Oslo
www.hagenagency.no
+47 934 11 056
hagency@online.no

Hagen Agency was established in 2005 and is
the first independent agency in Norway. The
agency represent publishers and authors with a
range of quality titles within the following genres:
children’s fiction, including artistic picture books,
YA novels, fiction for adults and general non-fiction
(humanities, cultural history, current affairs).
The agency represent authors with international
success: Ole Martin Høystad, Kari Stai, Bjørn Berge
and Maria Parr.

Kunnskapsparken
N-9510 Alta

HALDDE FORLAG

post@halddeforlag.no
+47 900 80 660
www.halddeforlag.no

Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.

HEINESEN FORLAG
Heinesen Forlag is an independent book publishing
company founded in Oslo and Copenhagen in 2005.
We publish about 15 titles a year, including
Oksnøen 11
N-1640 Råde
post@heinesen.no
+47 31 75 82 43

translated fiction, poetry and narrative nonfiction. We are publishing classics as well as new
voices, established authors and new previouslyunpublished ones. Our authors include Josefine
Klougart, Ta-Nehisi Coates, Jan-Werner Müller,
Kerstin Ekman, Tove Jansson, Marguerite Duras and
Stefan Zweig.

HERMON FORLAG

P.O. Box 83
2027 Kjeller
svein@hermon.no
+47 63 80 30 99
www.hermon.no

For nearly 30 years, Hermon Publishing House has
been publishing inspirational books communicating
the Good News of God’s grace towards every man
and woman.
With an emphasis on books by the world’s leading
Christian writers, as well as by recognized and
respected Norwegian Christian church leaders, our
list of titles includes a vast array of books, spanning
from bibles and devotionals to childrens’s books,
novels, biographies and gift books.

Kirkegaten 40
4006 Stavanger
post@hertervigforlag.no
+47 51 93 88 00
www.hertervigforlag.no

HERTERVIG FORLAG
Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.

FORLAGET HISTORIE OG KULTUR
Forlaget Historie & Kultur – established in 2007 –
Bernhard Herresvei 52
N-0376 Oslo

publish history books, biographies, historical fiction

mm-mm@online.no
+47 22 49 58 56

Books by Norwegian authors include Ole O. Moens

and literary fiction.

USAs presidenter and Nina Kroglunds Hitlers norske
hjelpere. Foreign authors include Ian Kershaw (the
Hitler biography), Niall Ferguson, Richard Overy and
E.M. Forster.

HUMANIST FORLAG
Humanist Publishers was inaugurated in 1995
P.O. Box 9076 Grønland
N-0133 OSLO
forlag@human.no
+47 936 31 648
www.humanistforlag.no

and publishes books with a humanistic profile.
These are books which seek to stimulate ethical
awareness and existential thought, dealing with
both contemporary and philosophical/cultural
issues. A large part of the books we hold the rights
for are part of the series “Supernatural Beings”.

INNOVA DESIGN
Designed for the way today's persons read, think
Nordagutuvegen 471
N-3820 Nordagutu
post@innovadesign.no
+47 98 62 82 51
www.innovadesign.no

and learn, INNOVA DESIGN provides a wide range
of books from literature to education and lifestyle,
to meet various needs on the Norwegian and
international book market.

J.M. STENERSENS FORLAG
J.M. Stenersen (est. 1892) publishes a wide range
of non-fiction, with an emphasis on health and
psychology, science and crafts. We also publish
Tordenskiolds gate 2
N-0160 Oslo
post@jms.no
+47 22 01 48 70
www.jms.no

children’s fiction. We are a medium-sized publisher,
owned by Kagge Forlag.
Recent translations include THE SLEEP REVOLUTION
by Arianna Huffington, THE POWER OF HABIT by
Charles Duhigg and LAB GIRL by Anne Hope Jahren.

JÆREN FORLAG
Jæren Forlag is a Norwegian Publisher founded
in 2012. We aim to publish high quality books;
primarely non - fiction. Since 2012 we have
published 54 titles both for the Norwegian market,
Forum Jæren , 16 etg
4340 Bryne

as well as some Internationally.

post@jarenforlag.no
+47 90 76 33 770
www.jarenforlag.no

KAGGE FORLAG
In Kagge Forlag the book year is wide-ranging, with
over 70 new titles in addition to new publications of
previous titles and paperbacks. Our books range
from topical crime and fiction, documentaries
Tordenskiolds gate 2
N-0160 Oslo

of current interest, biographies, books on food,

post@kagge.no
+47 23 11 82 80
www.kagge.no

and so much more.

football, health, drawing, creativity, mathematics

Kagge Forlag is a medium sized publishing house,
with a great dream of publishing titles people can
enjoy – on their own and together. We hope we will
come even closer to our goal this year.

KOLON FORLAG
Kolon Forlag publishes Norwegian fiction,
poetry, essays, plays, and screenplays, as well as
international poetry and plays in translation.
P.O. Box 6860 St. Olavs plass
N-0130 Oslo

Kolon Forlag was established in 1995 and is an
imprint of Gyldendal Norsk Forlag.

redaksjon@kolonforlag.no
+47 930 29 584
www.kolonforlag.no

KOM FORLAG
Øvre Vollg. 15
N-0158 Oslo
post@komforlag.no
+47 40 40 88 88
www.komforlag.no

Kom forlag AS has published illustrated books about
Norway for 25 years, many in English editions.
The subject varies from landscape and different kinds of
journeys to food-traditions, heritage, architecture and
marine biology.
We seek to profile the distinctive “Norwegian” and have
a special focus on photographs of high quality.

KONTUR PUBLISHING
Kontur Publishing is a small independent publishing
Bentsebrugata 18 E
N-0476 Oslo
kontakt@konturforlag.no
+47 941 42 340
www.konturforlag.no

company based in Oslo, Norway. Kontur specializes
in art and photo publications with high quality
design and materials.
We work towards an international market and many
of our publications have international distribution.

KUNNSKAPSFORLAGET
Kunnskapsforlaget ANS, established in 1975, is
the leading Norwegian publisher of dictionaries in
printed and digital format.
The book list covers around 20 languages.
www.ordnett.no is the most widely used general
P.O. Box 4432 Nydalen
N-0403 Oslo
ForhandlerSalg@Kunnskapsforlaget.no
+47 22 02 22 00
www.kunnskapsforlaget.no

digital dictionary service in the Norwegian market.
1978-2010 Kunnskapsforlaget also published the
Norwegian National Encyclopedia.
Kunnskapsforlaget is owned by Gyldendal ASA and
H. Aschehoug & Co. (W. Nygaard) AS.

LARSFORLAGET
Having sold a total of 400.000 copies of Larsforlagets’
Larsforlaget AS c/o Cappelen Damm
P.O. Box 1900 Sentrum,
N-0055 Oslo
post@larsforlaget.no
+47 21 61 65 00
www.larsforlaget.no

titles, this is a definite publishing success.
The goal is to become Scandinavia’s leading publisher
of wilderness books, and we are well on our way. Being
the biggest in terms of new titles is less important to us
than publishing high quality wilderness books, and our
authors are prominent specialists within their fields.
In addition to presenting exciting accounts of personal
expeditions and adventures into the wilds, our books
better equip readers for their own short and long hikes
and outdoor experiences.

FORLAGET LILLE MÅNE
Please contact the publishing house for information
Welhavens gate 2
N-0166 Oslo
post@lillemaane.no
+47 22431070
www.lillemane.no

on the literature published and main activities.

LUNDE FORLAG
Founded in 1905, Lunde Forlag publishes Christian
Sinsenveien 25
N-0572 Oslo

literature: nonfiction, fiction, juvenile and children’s
books.

post @ lundeforlag.no
+4722 00 73 50
www.lundeforlag.no

LYDBOKFORLAGET
Lydbokforlaget AS was founded in 1987 in Melhus,
and was the first specialized Norwegian audiobook
P.O. Box 34
N-0410 Oslo
kontakt@lydbokforlaget.no
+47 22 99 51 60
www.lydbokforlaget.no

publisher. Owners: Aschehoug 33%, Gyldendal 33%,
the establisher group 33%. The administration is
located in Melhus and has a branch office in Oslo.
Profile: Publishes primarily audiobooks in fiction
and general literature from most Norwegian
publishers. Since 1997, publisher of NRK-produced
radioplays and readings.
Lydbokforlaget has today about 1700 titles in the
catalog and publishes 80-100 new audios per year.

MAGIKON FORLAG
Magikon Publishing is a publishing company with
Fjellveien 48A
N-1410 Kolbotn
post@magikon.no
+47 977 50 060
www.magikon.no

focus on visual culture and communication. The
editorial line includes picture books, art books,
photo books, comics and other books on visual
subjects. The goal is to develop book-projects that
combine reading pleasure and visual experiences of
high quality, for both children and adults.
The name Magikon is made up of magic, which
stands for magic and imagination, and icon, which
means image. Icon also refers to the literary
theoretical concept iconotext, which emphasizes the
interaction between words and pictures.
Magikon Publishing was established in 2007.

MANGSCHOU FORLAG
Mangschou forlag was founded in 1997. We publish
Vestre Torggaten 18
N–5015 Bergen

high quality books for children and young adults.

mangschou@mangschou.no
+47 55 55 10 50
www.mangschou.no

fiction titles. Annually we publish approximately 20

Our list includes mostly fiction, but also some nontitles, both by Norwegian and foreign authors.

FORLAGET MANIFEST
Forlaget
Manifest

Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.

Kolstadgata 1
N-0652 OSLO
post@manifest.no
+47 22995200
www.manifest.no

MEMO FORLAG
P.O. Box 149
N-1319 Bekkestua
post@memoforlag.no
+47 930 00 053
www.memoforlag.no

Memo Forlag is an independent Norwegian
publishing house, established in 2016. Memo is
a small and vital company, and our passion is
to combine high quality with strong commercial
appeal. Memo caters to both children and adults –
providing fun and educational books for children
and inspirational non-fiction books for adults.

MESSEL FORLAG
Messel Forlag is a small independent publishing
house, established 1991, concentrating on high
Solveien 36
1177 Oslo
info@messelforlag.no
+47 907 75 913
www.messelforlag.no

quality illustrated books; art, biographies, lifestyle,
heritage and cookery.
Previously also classic fiction translated; e.g. Brontë,
Austen, Colette and Zola, still on the backlist.

MIME FORLAG
Mime Forlag was established in 2014 and got its
name from the Norse god who guarded the well of
wisdom. Our main focus is on translated titles in
Løvenskiolds gate 18
N–0260 Oslo
post@mimeforlag.no
+47 406 10 908
www.mimeforlag.no

popular science and other serious non-fiction.
Our main criterion for selecting books is that they
must be at the same time riveting and rigorous. A
Mime book will always enlighten and never bore the
reader.
Our list so far includes, among others, Pulitzer
winner Elizabeth Kolbert, Martin Blaser, Atul
Gawande, Jon Ronson and Man Booker winner
Marlon James.

NIDHOGG FORLAG
Nidhogg Forlag was established in 2015 and is
based in Fredrikstad, Norway. Our passion is to
bring high quality fiction literature to the readers.
Åsenveien 22
N–1621 Gressvik
post@nidhogg.no
+47 48 17 69 06
www.nidhogg.no

NORGESFORLAGET
Norgesforlaget is a publisher of war litterature,
Jernbanegata 29
N-3916 Porsgrunn

history and etnology (folklore).

post@norgesforlaget.no
+47 35 55 85 13
www.norgesforlaget.origo.no

NORSK BOKFORLAG
Røyseveien 41
P.O. Box 103
N-3529 Røyse
post@norskbokforlag.no
+47 32 16 15 50
www.norbok.no

Norsk Bokforlag, founded in 1879, publisher of
mainly non-fiction titles including religion, health,
nature, travel and biographies, and for children and
youth.

NOVA FORLAG
Ole Vigs gate 23
N-1517 MOSS

Publishers of practical books, lifestyle, gift books,

post@novaforlag.no
+47900 66 300
www.novaforlag.no

liquor, poetry, thrillers, philosophy, alternative

history, documentaries, travel literature, wine and
literature and Wally books.

FORLAGET OKTOBER
Forlaget Oktober is one of the leading publishers
of Norwegian contemporary fiction. In addition, we
publish a select list of non-fiction (political books,
biographies). Our portfolio also includes translated
fiction. Forlaget Oktober publishes approximately
50 new titles each year, and around 100 Norwegian
P. O. Box 6848, St. Olavs plass
N-0130 Oslo
oktober@oktober.no
+47 23 35 46 20
www.oktober.no

authors are attached to the publishing house.
Forlaget Oktober was established in 1970.
Today, Forlaget Oktober is owned 91 % by
H. Aschehoug & Co (W.Nygaard).

OMNIPAX
Founded in 1998, Omnipax publishes about 30
titles annually. From 2013 Omnipax is a part of
Dreyers forlag Oslo AS, and the label under witch
Dreyers forlag Oslo AS
P.O. Box 461 Sentrum
N-0105 Oslo
omnipax@dreyersforlag.no
+47 23 13 69 30
www.omnipax.no

the childrens books are published. Our list includes
a wide range of children’s books, approximately
half of the list translated and half by Norwegian
authors. We publish mostly fiction, but also some
non-fiction titles, and all genres from picturebooks,
easyreaders to teenage-novels. We are also
committed to publishing children’s classics, like Alice
in Wonderland, Through the Looking-Glass, The
Secret Garden and The Wind in the Willows.

ORFEUS PUBLISHING
Orfeus Publishing is a publisher of art and design
books, with big ambitions. We are one of the leading
publishers within art, architecture and design in
the Nordics and collaborate closely with Arvinius
Publishing in Sweden, I.B. Tauris and Philip Wilson
P. O. Box 3025 Elisenberg
N-0207 Oslo
is@orfeuspublishing.com
+47 657 08 648
www.orfeuspublishing.com

in the UK. Working closely with our outstanding
designers and proficient printers Livonia, we produce
books which as well as being a delight to the eyes,
also hold many a literary gem. We are also proud of
our editing projects regarding documentaries which
dare to make intrepid voices heard.

Orkana forlag

ORKANA FORLAG
Orkana publishing house was established in 1993. We
publish 20–30 new titles per year, both Norwegian

Lofoten office:
J. M. Johansens vei 17
8340 Stamsund

and translated fiction and non-fiction, both for

Oslo office:
Industrigata 46A
0357 Oslo

politics, the environment and social sciences. Thus,

post@orkana.no
+47 913 68 260
www.orkana.no

Our general aim is to publish high quality books

adults and children. Our non-fiction publications
cover thematic areas such as philosophy, art, history,
our publications range from penetrating scientific
analyses to novels suitable for the general reader.
within all genres.

OSLO LITERARY AGENCY
P.O. Box 363 Sentrum
N-0102 Oslo

Oslo Literary Agency is Norway’s biggest literary

www.osloliteraryagency.no

literary fiction, crime and commercial fiction,

agency, representing authors in the genres of
children’s and YA books and non-fiction. Oslo
Literary Agency was established in 2016, replacing
Aschehoug Agency.

Even Råkil, Rights Director /
Literary Agent, Non-Fiction
+47 900 24 497
even.rakil@osloliteraryagency.no

Annette Orre
Literary Agent, Literary Fiction
+47 922 53 352
annette.orre@osloliteraryagency.no

Henrik Francke
Literary Agent, Forlaget Oktober
+47 913 53 922
henrik.francke@osloliteraryagency.no

Evy Tillman Hegdal
Literary Agent, Children and Young Adult
+47 952 24 408
evy.tillman.hegdal@osloliteraryagency.no

PANTAGRUEL FORLAG
Pantagruel forlag is an independent publisher with
a lovingly curated list of fiction and non-fiction, both
P. O. Box 6839 St. Olavs plass
N-0130 Oslo
alle@pantagruel.no
+47 458 16 880
www.pantagruel.no

translated and Norwegian. We focus our attention
and energy on fewer titles every year than most
publishers and we lift them to the bestseller list.
Our translated list includes names of the top UK/
Australian/US fiction and non-fiction writers, as well
as many local Norwegian stars.

PAX FORLAG
Pax Forlag is an independent Norwegian publishing
house founded in 1964.
P. O. Box 461 Sentrum
N-0105 Oslo
pax@pax.no
+47 23 13 69 00
www.pax.no

We cover publications in the fields of translated
fiction and Norwegian and translated non-fiction,
with a main focus on Norwegian non-fiction, and
specializing in areas such as philosophy, religion,
psychology, history and cultural history and current
affairs. We publish 50–60 new titles a year. Our aim
is to publish and market books of literary quality
and public relevance.
Our list of authors includes Haruki Murakami, Joyce
Carol Oates, Joël Dicker, Virginia Woolf, Kjell Westö,
Daniel Kahneman, Christopher McDougall, Susan
Cain, Fredrik Barth, Toril Moi, Mikal Hem, Unni
Wikan, Han Kang and Jacob Wærness.

P.O. Box 1043 Lundsiden
N-4687 Kristiansand
post@pedforlag.no
92 66 29 45
http://www.pedforlag.no/

PEDAGOGISK FORLAG
Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.

PEGASUS FORLAG
Pegasus publishes mainly non-fiction: Large,
illustrated reference works and practical manuals
for horse and dog owners and boating people.
P. O. Box 461 Sentrum
N-0105 Oslo

We also have a list of acclaimed British crime novels.

post@pegasus-forlag.no
+47 410 34 694
www.pegasus-forlag.no

PELIKANEN FORLAG
Pelikanen is a young publishing house aiming at
publishing literature, fiction and non-fiction of
high quality. Pelikanen was established in 2010,
and is owned by the Norwegian author Karl Ove
Erfjordgata 8
N-4014 Stavanger

Knausgård, who is also the main editor for our

eirik@pelikanen.no
+47 948 16 082
www.pelikanen.no

we truly believe in and are dedicated to, thinking

Norwegian authors. Our aim is to publish books
that this dedication will pave way in the market.
Pelikanen has been focusing on translating works of
high literary quality, but is also publishing more and
more Norwegian authors.
Consisting of a small group of dedicated people
wanting to publish the literature we ourselves
consider to be worthy of a Norwegian audience,
Pelikanen is now publishing authors such as
Christian Kracht, Judith Hermann, Peter Handke,
Katie Kitamura, Stine Pilgaard, Ben Marcus, Donald

Antrim, Maggie Nelson, Denis Johnson, Claire-Louise
Bennett, Rebecca Solnit, Bergsveinn Birgisson,
Martin Kellerman and Madame Nilesen, alongside
Norwegian authors like, Cathrine Knudsen, Bjørn
Arild Ersland, Ole Thorstensen, Kenneth Moe,
Ragnhild Eskeland and Karl Ove Knausgård.

PICTURA NORMANN
NORMANNS KUNSTFORLAG

Normanns Kunstforlag (NK) manufactures and
Postboks 223
N-2001 Lillestrøm
firmapost@pictura.no
+47 63 83 61 00
www.pictura.no

markets high-quality photographic postcards, tourist
publications and souvenirs for the Norwegian
market. The company was founded in 1906 by
Carl Normann. Pictura Normann AS is Norway’s
largest card publisher with a total turnover of NOK
150 million and has 80 highly qualified employees.
Pictura Normann is owned by the Swedish Pictura
Group which is represented in 12 countries.
The publisher’s competitive advantages are high
quality products and the ability to supply products
that suit market needs. NK is perceived as a specialist
in its field-specialty landscape cards and publications.

PORTAL FORLAG
Portal forlag was established in Kristiansand in
2005. We publish 25-30 titles a year, mainly nonAgder allé 4
N-4631 Kristiansand

fiction, covering thematic areas suchs as history,
psychology, archaeology and religion.

post@portalforlag.no
+47 38 00 69 30
www.portalforlag.no

PUBLICA BOK AS
Gamleveien 87
N-4315 SANDNES

Publica specializes in novels, short stories, poetry
and children books from novice authors.

tom@publicabok.no
+47 51 96 12 40
www.publicabok.no

FORLAGET PRESS
Press Books started out in 1997. Our aim, then as
Kongensgate 2
N-0153 OSLO
marked@fpress.no
+47 22823240
www.fpress.no

now, is to produce books of high quality. And we’ve
been recognized for the highest quality in design,
production and content. Our books range from art,
photography, design, contemporary culture and
fiction to essays.
We translate contemporary fiction and non-fiction
from abroad, and have had great success with
recent titles such as The Shepherd’s Life by James
Rebanks, The First Stone by Carsten Jensen and Fish
Have No Feet by Jón Kalman Stefánsson.

DEN NORSKE SAMLAGET
Det Norske Samlaget is a publishing house founded
P.O. Box. 4672 Sofienberg
N-0506 Oslo

in 1868 as an independent general publisher of all
types of quality books.

Foreign Rights:
Hagen Agency, Eirin Hagen hagency@online.no

Key areas are fiction, poetry, children’s books and

+47 22 70 78 00
www.samlaget.no

Roar Leikvoll, Olav H. Hauge, Agnes Ravatn, Ingunn

non-fiction, with an annual list of about 100 titles.
We are the publisher of Jon Fosse, Maria Parr, Jan
Thon, Olaug Nilssen, Ragnar Hovland, and Kari
Stai, among others. Although our publishing policy
mainly features books by Norwegian authors, our
translation programme encompasses classical
and modern fiction, poetry, books for children and
general books. We are the Norwegian publishers
of Elena Ferrante, Paula Fox, Anna Gavalda, Patti
Smith, Alice Sebold, Peter Carey, and Lene Kaaberbøl,
among others.

SCHREIBTISCH VERLAG
The story of a time when a cubist Picasso-painting
had a price of hundred dollars! The story of war
when the international art market collapsed! The
story of a time art collectors went to Paris and came
home with world-famous paintings like Cézanne’s
Fougstadgaten 9
N–0173 Oslo
besteboka@gmail.com
borre2207@gmail.com
+47 911 82 924

Card Players. The publisher Schreibtisch has
released a book called Krig, kunst og kollaps (War,
art and collapse), that tells the untold story about
war profits, ship-owners and new important art
collections in Europe and America.

SIRKEL FORLAG

P. O. Box 78 Hovseter
N-0705 Oslo
kontakt@sirkelforlag.no
+47 90 60 55 53
www.sirkelforlag.no

Sirkel is an independent publisher based in Oslo, set
up as an author´s cooperative enterprise. The authors
we represent are members of an author´s association
started in 2016, in parallel to the enterprise. Our
mission is to publish and promote Norwegian fiction
and non-fiction literature, including translated works
originally written in other languages by authors living
and working in Norway. We publish all our titles
as e-books as well as in print versions, and have
published e-books with sound and animation in the
ePub3 format. Our titles are distributed globally via
Ingram Books, and are also available in Norwegian
public libraries with support from the Norwegian
Cultural Fund and Arts Council. While continuing to
promote independent authorship in Norway, we have
an ambition to reach avid readers abroad through
innovative dissemination and high-quality translations.

SNØFUGL FORLAG

Rådhusveien 3
N-7224 Melhus
snoefugl@online.no
+47 72 87 24 11
www.snøfugl.no

Snøfugl forlag was founded in 1972. We are situated in
Melhus, in the Middle of Norway.
Snøfugl publishes mainly fiction, poetry and children
books. We also have documentary books on our lists,
especially biographies and historical books. Some of
our books are translated from foreign languages. We
publish 12 - 18 titles per year.

solum|bokvennen

SOLUMBOKVENNEN AS
SolumBokvennen is a critically acclaimed publisher
of high quality fiction and non-fiction, both classics
and some of the most important contemporary
voices from all over the world. With over forty years
of publishing, SolumBokvennen has accumulated an

P. O. Box 6794 St. Olavs plass
N-0130 Oslo

impressive backlist including some of the greatest

post@bokvennen.no
+47 22 50 04 00
www.solumbokvennen.no

established Norwegian authors like Morten Claussen,

names of world literature, and is also the publisher of
Arne Ruset and Anna Fiske, as well as young, up-andcomming talents like Hilde Susan Jægtnes, Joanna
Rzadkowska, Ulrik Farestad and Ellisiv Lindkvist.

SPARTACUS FORLAG
P. O. Box 6673 St. Olavs plass
N-0129 Oslo
post@spartacus.no
+47 22 44 56 70
Foreign Rights:
Hagen Agency, Eirin Hagen
hagency@online.no
www.spartacus.no

Founded in 1989, Spartacus publishes about 40
titles annually. Our list includes a wide range
of distinguished non-fiction works spanning
documentary, history, popular science, the arts,
biography/memoir and philosophy.
We are also committed to publishing reprints
of classic works and translations of some of the
foremost non-fiction writers of modern time,
including Roland Barthes, Ishmael Beah, John Dickie,
Peter Englund, Alex Kershaw, Loretta Napoleoni,
Friedrich Nietzsche, Malalai Joya, and James Wilson.
We also publish academic works, text books
and research-based works under our imprint:
Scandinavian Academic Press (academicpress.no).

SPEKTRUM FORLAG
Founded in 1982, Spektrum publishes around 100+
titles per year. Our list includes mostly licensed and
P. O. Box 363 Sentrum
N-0102 Oslo

non-licensed children’s books, but also cookery and
adult non-fiction are strong areas.

post@spektrum-forlag.no
+47 22 40 03 00
www.spektrum-forlag.no

SPREDET FORLAG
Good writing. Non-fiction. Visual stuff.
Karisveien 231
N-2013 Skjetten
h@spredet.no
+47 91 15 24 09
www.spredet.no

ST. OLAV FORLAG
Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.
Akersveien 5
N-0177 Oslo
forlag@katolsk.no
+47 23 21 95 00
www.stolavforlag.no

TEKNISK INDUSTRI
Teknisk Industri publishes high quality art books,
in close collaboration with artists, writers and art
institutions.
C.A. Philsgate 1
N-0273 Oslo
info@tekniskindustri.no
www.tekniskindustri.com

Focusing primarily on photography, but also
branching out to painting, drawing and other art
forms, Teknisk Industri has gained a reputation as
one of Norway’s leading art book publishers.

TELL FORLAG
Slemmestadveien 416
N-1390 Vollen

Textbooks and educational literature, general NonFiction.

post@tell.no
+47 66 78 09 18
www.tell.no

TIDEN NORSK FORLAG
Tiden Norsk Forlag was founded 1st of September
P. O. Box 6704 St. Olavs plass
N-0130 Oslo
richard.aaro@tiden.no
+47 92 06 17 50
www.tiden.no

1933. Our programme comprises approximately 30
new titles a year, including both fiction and general
non-fiction.

TO-FOTO AS
To-Foto AS is a specialized publisher. The company
was established in 1971 and is today one of the best
Sjøgata 3
N-9405 Harstad

publishers for picture books related to the northern

post@tofoto.no
+47 77 04 76 00
www.tofoto.no

the Arctic Circle in the town called Harstad (Norway).

part of Norway and Spitsbergen. It is located above
To-Foto AS also administrates a large digital picture
archive with over 500.000 pictures from Norway,
Spitsbergen, Greenland and Antarctica. These
pictures are available for rent to other publishers.

FORLAGET TOM & TOM
Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.
N - 3320 Vestfossen
tschandy@online.no
+47 959 79 195
www.tomogtom.no

TUSS

LAGO FORLAG

Håvet 6 N-3616 Kongsberg
post@tussilagoforlag.no
+47 452 52 378
www.tussilagoforlag.no

TUSSILAGO FORLAG
Tussilago forlag is a small publisher of books for
children and juveniles, both fiction and faction.
Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.

TV2 SCHOOL
TV2 School is publisher of online learning resources
Karl Johans gate 14
N-0154 Oslo
tv2skole@tv2.no
+47 22 40 46 66

for primary, secondary, high schools and adult
education. Key areas: weekly curriculum based
broadcasts, digital textbook replacements and
special needs offerings.

UNIVERSITETSFORLAGET
Universitetsforlaget AS (English: “Scandinavian
University press”) is a Norwegian academic
P. O. Box 508 Sentrum
N-0105 Oslo

publishing company, which publishes textbooks, non-

post@universitetsforlaget.no
+47 24 14 75 00
www.universitetsforlaget.no

is the main academic press in Norway, and is a

fiction literature and journals. Universitetsforlaget
wholly owned independently-operated subsidiary of
Aschehoug.
The publishing house publishes about 150 new
and revised books and 60 journals every year. It is
also the main Open Access (books and journals)
publishing house in Scandinavia. The so-called
Universitetsforlagets pris for beste lærebokide
(“Scandinavian University Press’ textbook award”)
and Universitetsforlagets tidsskriftpris (“Scandinavian
University Press’ journal award”) are also given by
Universitetsforlaget annually.

Bregnevegen 3
N-6100 Volda
post@uraforlag.no
+47 992 27 380
www.uraforlag.no

URA FORLAG
Please contact the publishing house for information
on the literature published and main activities.

UTEN TITTEL FORLAG
Uten Tittel Forlag / Not Yet Titled Press publishes art
catalogues in collaboration with leading Norwegian
art institutions, among others the Munch Museum,
Industrigata 46 A
N-0357 Oslo

Stavanger Art Museum and Norther Norway Art

post@utentittel.no
+47 900 82 731
www.utentittel.no

Uten Tittel/ Not Yet Titled Press publish art books

Museum. Complementing museum catalogues,
and discursive books on art and culture.

VEGA FORLAG
Vega Forlag is an independent Norwegian
publishing house founded in 2003. We publish
P.O. Box 8814 St. Olavs plass
N-0028 Oslo
post@vegaforlag.no
+47 21 09 04 10
www.vegaforlag.no

translated fiction and non fiction,
Norwegian non fiction, giftbooks and encyclopedias.

FORLAGET VIGMOSTAD & BJØRKE
Vigmostad & Bjørke AS is a twelve year old
St. Olavsgt. 12
N-0165 Oslo
+47 23 30 24 00
Kanalveien 51
N-5062
+47 55 38 88 00
post@vigmostadbjorke.no
www.vigmostadbjorke.no

commercial fiction and non-fiction imprint of the
Vigmostad & Bjørke Group – a young, dynamic and
independent publishing house founded in 1992,
and already Norway’s fourth largest, with offices in
Bergen, Oslo, Trondheim, Gdansk and Delhi.
Vigmostad & Bjørke AS publishes over 100 titles a
year. Our list of authors include Jeffrey Archer, MJ
Arlidge, Samuel Bjørk (N), James Lee Burke, Ann
Cleeves, Colin Dexter, Louise Doughty, Eskil Engdal
& Kjetil Sæter (N), Neil Gaiman, Jonas Gardell, Julia
Gregson, Jan Guillou, Victoria Hislop, Anne Holt (N),
Khaled Hosseini, Gregg Hurwitz, Peter James, Dinah
Jefferies, Jonas Jonasson, John Lanchester, Liza
Marklund, Nadifa Mohamed, Kate Morton, Linda
Olsson, Leif GW Persson, Dav Pilkey, Ransom Riggs,
Rick Riordan, Carolina de Robertis, Veronica Roth,
Gard Sveen (N), Frode Granhus (N).

VÅRT LAND FORLAG
P.O. Box 1180
N-0107 Oslo
arne.christian.konradsen
@mentormedier.no
+47 22 31 03 10

Vårt Land Forlag was founded in 2014, and publish
books of non-fiction on religion and society. Vårt
Land Forlag is part of the Scandinavian Publishing
Company Mentor Medier and connected by brand
to the Norwegian newspaper Vårt Land.

WIGESTRAND FORLAG
Wigestrand Forlag is a publishing company that
P. O. Box 621 Sentrum
N-4003 Stavanger
oyvind@wigestrand.no
+47 51 51 76 10
www.wigestrand.no

was established in Stavanger, Norway in 1998.
Our mission has been to promote and celebrate
regional literature and culture. We publish a wide
range of literary and genre books, in both paper
and electronic forms. Our continuing goal is to work
with engaging, talented writers to produce quality
books. Wigestrand Forlag has developed a strong
relationship with the arts community, and continues
with a clear goal to support and promote regional
talent. Visit our webpage at www.wigestrand.no for
more information about the publishing house and
to see our catalogue.

The Norwegian Publishers Association
Øvre Vollgate 15
N-0158 Oslo
dnf@forleggerforeningen.no
+47 22 00 75 80
www.forleggerforeningen.no

